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1. INTRODUCTION
Generalizing a fundamental property of semisimple modules, Anderson
w xand Fuller 1 introduced the following important concept for direct
decompositions of modules. A decomposition M s [ M is said toig I i
complement direct summands in case for each direct summand A of M,
 .  wthere is a subset H : I such that M s A [ [ M cf. also 2, p.ig H i
x.141 . Such a decomposition is necessarily an indecomposable decomposi-
tion, and it is an interesting problem to study under which conditions an
indecomposable decomposition complements direct summands. There is
w xan extensive literature concerning this problem. By 1, Theorem 6 , right
perfect rings can be characterized by the property that all projective right
modules have decompositions that complement direct summands. Fuller
w x7 showed that over a generalized uniserial ring every module has a
decomposition that complements direct summands, thus providing a first
class of non-semisimple rings satisfying this property. More generally,
w x  .Tachikawa 14 proved that every left and right module over a ring of
finite representation type has a decomposition that complements direct
summands, and that the converse is also true was established by Fuller and
w x w xReiten 9 . Restricting just to one side, Fuller 8 showed that rings over
which every right module has a decomposition that complements direct
summands are precisely the rings over which every right module is a direct
sum of finitely generated modules they are also called right pure-semisim-
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ple rings, and it is still an open problem whether right pure-semisimple
w x. w xrings are of finite representation type; see e.g., 11, 17 . Harada 10
developed the theory of factor categories induced from a family of mod-
ules with local endomorphism rings, and used it to determine necessary
and sufficient conditions for a direct sum of modules with local endomor-
phism rings to complement direct summands. Note, however, that the local
endomorphism ring hypothesis is not necessary for a decomposition to
 w x.complement direct summands see, e.g., 2, Exercises 12.5 and 12.6 . In
this paper, we remove all restrictive hypotheses and determine necessary
and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary indecomposable decomposition
of a module, over any ring, to complement direct summands.
w x  w x.Also according to Anderson and Fuller 1 cf. 2, p. 141 , a decomposi-
tion M s [ M is said to complement maximal direct summands ifig I i
whenever M s A [ X with X an indecomposable summand, there is an
index i g I such that M s A [ M . The significance of this concept lies ini
the fact that every decomposition of a module into summands with local
 wendomorphism rings complements maximal direct summands see 2, The-
x.orem 12.6 . Moreover, if M s [ M is an indecomposable decomposi-ig I i
tion that complements maximal direct summands, then the conclusion of
the Krull]Schmidt Theorem holds true, i.e., an indecomposable decompo-
w xsition of M is unique up to isomorphism 2, Theorem 12.4 . Obviously
every decomposition that complements direct summands also complements
maximal direct summands. The main result of our paper is the following.
THEOREM. Let R be any ring and M a right R-module with an indecom-
posable decomposition M s [ M that complements maximal direct sum-ig I i
mands. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a The decomposition M s [ M complements direct summands;ig I i
 .b E¨ery non-zero direct summand of M contains an indecomposable
 4direct summand, and the family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent;i
 .c E¨ery local direct summand of M is also a direct summand.
In the case in which each summand M has a local endomorphism ring,i
wwe rediscover Harada's well-known Theorem 10, Theorems 7.3.15 and
x8.2.1 . In contrast to Harada's categorical proof, our method of proof is
completely module-theoretic, and is inspired by some ideas of Zimmer-
w xmann-Huisgen and Zimmermann 16 who showed in their paper that the
finite exchange property implies the unrestricted exchange property for
modules with indecomposable decompositions.
Our theorem is applicable also to decompositions in which the indecom-
posable summands need not have local endomorphism rings, as illustrated
by two other consequences. First, we obtain a complete characterization of
CS-modules which have indecomposable decompositions that complement
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w xmaximal direct summands. This generalizes recent results in 4, 5 on
CS-modules which are direct sums of modules with local endomorphism
rings. In particular, we deduce that if M is a CS-module, and M has an
indecomposable decomposition M s [ M that complements maximalig I i
direct summands, then this decomposition complements direct summands.
The final consequence, which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
a direct sum of hollow modules to be quasi-discrete, substantially improves
w xMohamed and Muller 12, Theorem 4.48 and thus provides a moreÈ
w xsatisfactory answer to their open question in 12, p. 55 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper we consider associative rings with the identity
and unitary right modules.
 .An internal direct sum [ A of submodules of a module M isig I i
called a local direct summand of M if [ A is a direct summand of Mig F i
for any finite subset F : I. If, furthermore, [ A is a direct summandig I i
of M, then we say that the local direct summand [ A is also a directig I i
 4summand of M. A family of modules M ¬ i g I is called locally semi-T-i
nilpotent if for any infinitely countable set of non-isomorphisms f : Mn in
4ª M with all i distinct in I, and for any x g M , there exists ai n inq 1 1
 .  .positive integer k depending on x such that f . . . f x s 0.k 1
w xFollowing Crawley and Jonsson 3 , a module M is said to have theÂ
 .  .finite exchange property if, for any finite index set I, whenever M [ N
 .s [ A for modules N and A , there are submodules B of A i g Iig I i i i i
 .such that M [ N s M [ [ B .ig I i
A module A is called indecomposable if it is non-zero and cannot be
expressed as a direct sum of two non-zero submodules. A direct summand
K of a module M is called a maximal direct summand if M s K [ X with
X indecomposable. Recall that a decomposition M s [ M is said toig I i
 .  .complement maximal direct summands in case for each maximal direct
 .summand A of M, there is a subset H : I such that M s A [ [ M .ig H i
w xWe will refer to Anderson and Fuller 2 for all undefined notions used
in the text, and also for basic facts concerning indecomposable decomposi-
tions of modules. For the reader's convenience, we record here some of
the known results which will be used repeatedly in the sequel.
 w x.LEMMA 2.1 see 15, Proposition 1 . An indecomposable module M has
 .the exchange property if and only if End M is local.
 w x.LEMMA 2.2 see 3, p. 812 . Let M be a module with the exchange
 .property, and suppose that A s M [ B [ E s [ A [ E for someig I i
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modules A, B, E, and A . Then there are submodules C of A such thati i i
 .A s M [ [ C [ E.ig I i
LEMMA 2.3. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
that complements maximal direct summands. If M appears at least twice ini
 .this decomposition i.e., there is an index j / i such that M ( M , thenj i
 .End M is a local ring.i
w x  wProof. This was proved in 1, Proposition 4 see also 2, Proposition
x.12.10 .
LEMMA 2.4. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
that complements maximal direct summands. Let M s [ N be anotherjg J j
 .  .indecomposable decomposition of M. Then card I s card J and there is a
bijection s : I ª J such that M ( N for all i g I. Consequently, thei s  I .
decomposition M s [ N also complements maximal direct summands.jg J j
w x  wProof. This was proved in 1, Theorem 2, Corollary 3 see also 2,
x.Theorem 12.4, Corollary 12.5 .
 w x.LEMMA 2.5 see 2, Proposition 5.5 . Let M s A [ B be a decomposi-
tion with the corresponding projection p : M ª B. Let C be an arbitrary
submodule of M. Then M s A [ C if and only if the restriction of p to C is
an isomorphism C ª B.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section we prove our main theorem which gives necessary and
sufficient conditions for an indecomposable decomposition to complement
direct summands. The crucial part of the proof will be based on our study
of local direct summands in an indecomposable decomposition that com-
plements maximal direct summands. We start with the following lemma
which is a first step in this study.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
that complements maximal direct summands. Suppose that M s N [ ??? [1
 .N [ D, where each N 1 F k F m is an indecomposable summand of M.m k
Then there exist i , . . . , i g I such that M ( N for all 1 F k F m and1 m i kk
 .M s N [ ??? [ N [ [ M .1 m ig I _i , . . . , i 4 i1 m
Proof. We use induction on m. If m s 1, then M s N [ D, so D is a1
maximal direct summand of M. Hence there is an index i g I such that1
M s M [ D. It follows that D ( [ M , so we can write D si ig I _i 4 i1 1
 4[ D , with D ( M , i g I9 s I _ i . By Lemma 2.4, M s N [ig I9 i i i 1 1
 .[ D is again an indecomposable decomposition that complementsig I9 i
maximal direct summands. Since [ M is a maximal direct summandig I9 i
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 .of M, either M s [ M [ N and we are done, or there is someig I9 i 1
 .index j g I9 such that M s [ M [ D . If the latter case holds, weig I9 i j
get that D ( M , and since M s N [ D s M [ D, we have M ( N ,j i 1 i i 11 1 1
so it follows that D ( N . Thus N appears at least twice in the decompo-j 1 1
 .  .sition M s N [ [ D , so by Lemma 2.3, End N is a local ring.1 ig I9 i 1
Therefore N has the exchange property by Lemma 2.1, hence there are1
 .  .submodules B of M i g I such that M s N [ [ B . Each B is ai i 1 ig I i i
direct summand of the indecomposable module M , so either B s 0 ori i
B s M . This, together with the fact that N is indecomposable, yields thati i 1
 .M s N [ [ M for some t g I, as required.1 i/ t i
 .Now suppose that M s N [ ??? [ N [ D with all N 1 F k F n1 n k
indecomposable, and that the conclusion of the lemma is true for all
m F n y 1. By the inductive hypothesis, there are indices i , . . . , i in I1 ny1
such that M ( N for all 1 F k F n y 1 andi kk
M s N [ ??? [ N [ [ M , ) . /1 ny1 ig I0 i
 4where I0 s I _ i , . . . , i . By Lemma 2.4, the indecomposable decom-1 ny1
 .position ) complements maximal direct summands. Hence applying the
 .inductive step m s 1 proved above for N and the decomposition ) , wen
get either
M s N [ ??? [ N [ N [ [ M1 ny1 n ig I0 _ j4 i /
 .for some j g I0, in which case we are done clearly then N ( M , orn j
there is some positive integer k with 1 F k F n y 1 such that
M s N [ ??? [ N [ N [ ??? [ N [ N [ [ M . /1 ky1 kq1 ny1 n ig I0 i
In this latter case, we would get N ( N . From the equality M s Nn k 1
[ ??? [ N [ D, it follows easily that D has an indecomposable decompo-n
 w x.sition see, e.g., 2, Lemma 12.2 , so N appears at least twice in ann
indecomposable decomposition that complements maximal direct sum-
 .mands. One more application of Lemma 2.3 gives us that End N is local.n
Therefore N has the exchange property by Lemma 2.1. Now it followsn
from Lemma 2.2 that
N s N [ ??? [ N [ N [ [ M )) . /1 ny1 n ig J i
 .  .for a subset J : I0. Comparing )) with ) , it is easy to see that
 4J s I0 _ t for some t g I0 and N ( M , which completes our induction.n t
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The next result, which is of independent interest, will be crucial for the
proof of our main theorem. The proof below is inspired by some ideas in
w xthe proof of Zimmermann-Huisgen and Zimmermann 16, Theorem 5 .
THEOREM 3.2. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
 4that complements maximal direct summands. Suppose that N ¬ a g A is aa
locally semi-T-nilpotent family of indecomposable direct summands N of Ma
such that [ N forms a local direct summand of M. Then there exists aa g A a
 .  .subset H : I such that M s [ N [ [ M .a g A a ig H i
Proof. If A is a finite set, the result follows immediately from Lemma
3.1. Therefore, from now on, we assume that A is an infinite set. We
proceed in two steps.
Step 1. We suppose that N ( N for all a , b g A. Consider thea b
 4following subset J of I: J s j g I ¬ M ( N , a g A . By Lemma 3.1, forj a
each positive integer n G 1 and distinct indices a , . . . , a in A, there are1 n
i , . . . , i in I such that M ( N for k s 1, . . . , n. In particular, this1 n i ak k
 .implies that card J G n. As this is true for every n G 1, J is an infinite
 4set. Since the family N ¬ a g A is locally semi-T-nilpotent, it follows thata
 4the family M ¬ j g J is also locally semi-T-nilpotent. Set J9 s I _ J. Notej
 .  .that [ N [ [ M forms a local direct summand of M. In-a g A a ig J 9 i
 4deed, for any finite subset F s a , . . . , a : A, by Lemma 3.1 there are1 n
i , . . . , i in J such that M ( N for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, and1 n i ak k
M s N [ ??? [ N [ [ M , .a a ig I _i , . . . , i 4 i /1 n 1 n
 .so in particular, N [ ??? [ N [ [ M is a direct summand of M.a a ig J 9 i1 n
By Zorn's Lemma, there exists a subset H : I which is maximal under
.  .inclusion with respect to the properties that J9 : H and [ N [a g A a
 .[ M forms a local direct summand of M. We show now thatig H i
 .  .M s [ N [ [ M . Suppose, on the contrary, that M /a g A a ig H i
 .  .[ N [ [ M . There are an index i g I _ H and an elementa g A a ig H i 1
 .  .x g M such that x f [ N [ [ M . Since J9 : H, it fol-1 i 1 a g A a ig H i1
lows that i g J. By the maximality of H, there are finite subsets A : A1 1
 .  .and H : H so that for the finite subsum K s [ N [ [ M1 a g A a ig H i1 1
 .  .of [ N [ [ M , either M l K / 0 or M q K is not aa g A a ig H i i i1 1
direct summand of M. Then K, being a finite subsum of a local direct
summand, is a direct summand of M. But K is a finite direct sum of
indecomposable summands of M, thus by Lemma 3.1 there is a subset
 .I9 : I such that M s K [ [ M .ig I9 i
For i g I9, let p denote the canonical projection M ª M correspond-i i
 .ing to the decomposition M s K [ [ M . By the choice of x , thereig I9 i 1
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is i g I9 such that2
p x f [ N [ [ M . .  /  /i 1 ag A a ig H i2
Let f : M ª M be the restriction of the projection p on M . If f is1 i i i i 11 2 2 1
an isomorphism, it would follow by Lemma 2.5 that M s K [ M [i1
 .[ M , which is a contradiction to our choice of K. Hence f isig I9_i 4 i 12
 .  .not an isomorphism. Note that M ­ [ N [ [ M , so thisi a g A a ig H i2
implies that i g I _ H : J.2
 .Now we repeat the above argument with x s f x instead of x . Since2 1 1 1
M ( M for all i and j in J, this process would yield the existence of ani j
infinite sequence of non-isomorphisms f : M ª M i g J, n sn i i nn nq1
.  .1, 2, . . . such that f . . . f x / 0 for all n G 1. But this is a contradictionn 1 1
 4to the locally semi-T-nilpotency of the family M ¬ j g J . Therefore, wej
 .  .get that M s [ N [ [ M .a g A a ig H i
 4Step 2. We now consider the general case, i.e., let N ¬ a g A be aa
locally semi-T-nilpotent family of indecomposable direct summands of M
such that [ N is a local direct summand of M. Choose a set ofa g A a
 4representatives N ¬ b g B of the isomorphism classes of the N , a g A.b a
For a fixed N we collect all those N which are isomorphic to N , andb a b
denote their direct sum by L . Then we have [ N s [ L .b a g A a b g B b
For each b g B, by Step 1, there is a subset J : I such that
 .M s L [ [ M . By Lemma 2.4, this decomposition complementsb ig J i
maximal direct summands, and so each indecomposable decomposition of
 w x.L complements maximal direct summands see, e.g., 2, Lemma 12.3 . Inb
particular, it follows that any indecomposable direct summand of L isb
isomorphic to N . Therefore, for b / b9 in B, L and L do not containb b b 9
isomorphic indecomposable direct summands.
 .Now consider the set T of all pairs B9, I9 with B9 : B and I9 : I,
 .  .satisfying the property that M s [ L [ [ M . Define in Tb g B 9 b ig I _ I9 i
 .  .the following partial ordering: B , I F B , I if and only if B : B1 1 2 2 1 2
and I : I . In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that T has a1 2
maximal element with respect to this ordering. In fact, suppose that there
 .exists a maximal element B , I in T. We have then0 0
M s [ L [ [ M .b g B b ig I _ I i /  /0 0
If we rewrite the above decomposition, representing each L as a directb
sum of copies of N , we obtain an indecomposable decomposition that, byb
Lemma 2.4, complements maximal direct summands. Suppose that B / B.0
Then we can choose some b g B _ B . Now applying Step 1 to L and1 0 b1
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this indecomposable decomposition, bearing in mind the fact that L andb1
L have no isomorphic indecomposable direct summands for any b g B ,b 0
it follows that there is a subset J of I _ I such that0 0
M s [ L [ L [ [ M .b g B b b ig I _ I j J . i /  /0 1 0 0
 4  .  .Setting B s B j b and I s I j J , we have B , I F B , I and1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
 .  .  .B , I / B , I , which is a contradiction to the maximality of B , I .0 0 1 1 0 0
Hence B s B, and we are done.0
Therefore, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that any
chain in T has an upper bound in T, which would allow us to apply Zorn's
Lemma to deduce that T has a maximal element.
 . 4  .Let B , I ¬ k g K be any infinite chain in T, i.e., for any k, l g K,k k
either B : B and I : I , or B : B and I : I . Set B* s D Bk l k l l k l k k g K k
 .and I* s D I . We will show now that B*, I* g T which wouldk g K k
 .  . 4imply that B*, I* is an upper bound of B , I ¬ k g K . This meansk k
that we have to show the equality
M s [ L [ [ M .b g B* b ig I _ I* i /  /
Let us denote by
f : [ L ª [ Mb g B* b ig I* i
the restriction on [ L of the natural projectionb g B* b
p: M s [ M [ [ M ª [ M . /ig I* i ig I _ I* i ig I* i /
By Lemma 2.5, to prove that the above equality holds is equivalent to
showing that f must be an isomorphism.
 .  .  .Take any x g Ker f . Then x g [ L l [ M . There isb g B* b ig I _ I* i
an index k g K such that x g [ L , and sinceb g B bk
M s [ L [ [ M ,b g B b ig I _ I i /  /k k
it follows that
[ L l [ M s 0,b g B b ig I _ I* i / /k
which implies that x s 0. Therefore f is a monomorphism.
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We show now that f is an epimorphism. Suppose, on the contrary, that f
 .is not surjective, i.e., that f [ L / [ M . Then there existb g B* b ig I* i
 .some I k g K and some element x g [ M such that x fk 1 1 ig I i 11 k1 .  .f [ L . Since B , I g T, we haveb g B* b k k1 1
M s [ L [ [ M .b g B b ig I _ I i /  /k k1 1
Let
p : M s [ M [ [ M ª [ M1 ig I i ig I _ I i ig I i /  /k k k1 1 1
be the natural projection, and let
f : [ L ª [ M1 b g B b ig I ik k1 1
denote the restriction of p on [ L . Then f is an isomorphism by1 b g B b 1k1y1 .Lemma 2.5. Set y s f x . Since I : I* : I, we can write y s x q1 1 1 k 1 11
x q z , where x g [ M and z g [ M . Thus, there exists2 1 2 ig I*_ I i 1 ig I _ I* ik1 .some I k g K such that I ; I and x g [ M . Note thatk 2 k k 2 ig I _ I i2 1 2 k k2 1
x is the image of y under the natural projection2 1
h : M s [ M [ [ M [ [ M1 ig I i ig I _ I i ig I _ I i /  /  /k k k k1 2 1 2
ª [ M ,ig I _ I ik k2 1
y1 .  . y1so we have x s h f x s g x , where g s h f : [ M ª2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ig I ik1 .  .[ M . Also, clearly x q x s f y , and since x f f [ L ,ig I _ I i 1 2 1 1 b g B* bk k2 1  .it follows that x f f [ L .2 b g B* b
Now we can repeat the above argument for x instead of x . Similarly,2 1
 .there is some I k g K with I ; I and an element x gk 3 k k 33 2 3
 .  .[ M , so that x f f [ L and x s g x for some homo-ig I _ I i 3 b g B* b 3 2 2k k3 2
morphism
g : [ M ª [ M .2 ig I _ I i ig I _ I ik k k k2 1 3 2
A standard inductive argument yields an infinite ascending sequence
I ; I ; ??? ; I ; ???k k k1 2 n
 . k g K with non-zero elements x g [ M for n G 1 puttingn n ig I _ I ik kn ny1
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.I s B , and a family of homomorphismsk 0
g : [ M ª [ M ,n ig I _ I i ig I _ I ik k k kn ny1 nq1 n
 .such that x s g g . . . g x for all n G 1. Note that sincenq1 n ny1 1 1
M s [ L [ [ M s [ Lb g B b ig I _ I i b g B b /  /  /k k kny1 ny1 n
[ [ M ,ig I _ I i /k n
it follows that
[ L ( [ M .b g B _ B b ig I _ I ik k k kn ny1 n ny1
 w x.By Konig's Graph Theorem see, e.g., Osofsky 13, Lemma 10 , the locallyÈ
 4semi-T-nilpotency of the family N ¬ a g A implies the locally semi-T-a
 4nilpotency of the family [ L ¬ n g N . Therefore the familyb g B _ B bk kn ny1
 4[ M ¬ n g N is also locally semi-T-nilpotent. Moreover, sinceig I _ I ik kn ny1
L and L do not contain isomorphic indecomposable direct summandsb b 9
 .for any b / b9 in B, the modules [ M n g N are pairwiseig I _ I ik kn ny1
non-isomorphic, hence all of the maps g are non-isomorphisms. Thisn
gives us the contradiction which completes our proof.
LEMMA 3.3. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
 4that complements maximal direct summands, and suppose that M ¬ i g I isi
 4a locally semi-T-nilpotent family. If N ¬ a g A is any family of indecompos-a
able direct summands N of M such that [ N forms a local directa a g A a
 4summand of M, then N ¬ a g A is also a locally semi-T-nilpotent family.a
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that, for any
 .countable subfamily N , . . . , N , . . . a g A , there are distinct indicesa a k1 k
i , i , . . . , i , . . . in I such that M ( N for k s 1, 2, . . . . Since the1 2 k i ak k
decomposition M s [ M complements maximal direct summands,ig I i
 .  .each N a g A is isomorphic to some M j g I . Therefore clearly it isa j
sufficient to consider the case in which N ( N for all k, l G 1. Bya ak l
Lemma 3.1, there must exist an infinite number of indices i g I such that
M ( N , and the result follows.i a k
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this paper which
establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for an indecomposable
decomposition to complement direct summands. Indeed such a decomposi-
tion always complements maximal direct summands but the converse fails,
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w xin general: By 1, Theorems 5 and 6 , any infinitely generated free right
module over a semiperfect ring which is not right perfect provides such an
.example .
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be any ring and M a right R-module with an
indecomposable decomposition M s [ M that complements maximalig I i
direct summands. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a The decomposition M s [ M complements direct summands;ig I i
 .b E¨ery non-zero direct summand of M contains an indecomposable
 4direct summand, and the family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent;i
 .c E¨ery local direct summand of M is also a direct summand.
 .  .  .Proof. a « b . Suppose that a is satisfied. Then clearly every non-
zero direct summand of M contains an indecomposable direct summand.
 4The fact that the family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent was provedi
w x  w xin 12, Theorem 2.26 . In 12, p. 30 Mohamed and Muller gave credit toÈ
.Kasch and Zollner for this result.È
 .  .  .b « a . Suppose that b is satisfied and let D be any non-zero direct
summand of M. By hypothesis, D contains an indecomposable direct
summand. By Zorn's Lemma, D contains a local direct summand [ Na g A a
maximal with respect to the property that each N is indecomposable. Bya
 4Lemma 3.3, the family N ¬ a g A is locally semi-T-nilpotent, so it followsa
 .  .from Theorem 3.2 that M s [ N [ [ M for some subseta g A a ig H i
H : I. In particular, [ N is a direct summand of D, so thata g A a
 .D s [ N [ L for some direct summand L of D, hence of M. Ifa g A a
L / 0, then by hypothesis, L contains an indecomposable direct summand
 .L9, so [ N [ L9 is again a local direct summand in D, a contradic-a g A a
tion to the maximality of the local direct summand [ N . Thereforea g A a
 .L s 0 which implies that D s [ N , hence M s D [ [ M .a g A a ig H i
This shows that the decomposition M s [ M complements directig I i
summands.
 .  .  .b « c . Suppose that b is satisfied and let [ N be any locala g A a
direct summand of M. Since each N is a direct summand of M, it followsa
 .  ..from the implication b « a proved above that N has an indecompos-a
able decomposition N s [ N . Then [ N is again a locala jg J a j a g A, jg J a ja a
direct summand of M, and because each N is indecomposable, it followsa j
 4by Lemma 3.3 that N ¬ a g A, j g J is a locally semi-T-nilpotenta j a
family. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, we get that [ N s [ Na g A, jg J a j a g A aa
is a direct summand of M.
 .  .  .c « b . Assume that c is satisfied, i.e., every local direct summand of
M is a direct summand. It is obvious that every direct summand D of M
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w xalso satisfies the same property, hence by 12, Theorem 2.17 , D has an
indecomposable decomposition. Therefore, in particular, every non-zero
direct summand of M contains an indecomposable direct summand.
 4We have to show now that the family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpo-i
tent. Consider any infinite sequence i , i , . . . of distinct elements of I and1 2
a sequence of non-isomorphisms
f f f1 2 n
M ª M ª ??? ª M ª . . . .i i i1 2 n
By composing maps together and reindexing, if necessary, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that either all f are monomorphisms, or nonen
 4of the f is a monomorphism. Also, we may assume that I s i ¬ n g N ,n n
U   . 4and write i s n for simplicity. Set M s x y f x ¬ x g M . Then it isn n n n
` U  n U .easy to check that the sum  M is direct and [ M [ M sns1 n ks1 k nq1[nq1 M for each n G 1. Hence [` MU is a local direct summand ofks1 k ns1 n
M. Set M* s [` MU. By hypothesis, M* is a direct summand of M, sons1 n
that M s M* [ K for some direct summand K of M. We now proceed to
show that K s 0.
Suppose, on the contrary, that K / 0. As is shown above, K contains an
indecomposable direct summand X, and so we have K s X [ L for some
L : K. Then M* [ L is a maximal direct summand of M, so M s M* [
L [ M for some t g N. If L / 0, then again L s Y [ L9 for somet
indecomposable Y and a submodule L9 of L. Similarly, M* [ L9 [ M ist
a maximal direct summand of M, hence M s M* [ L9 [ M [ M fort n
some n g N. We can assume, without loss of generality, that t F n. Then
we can write the above equality as
M s [ny1 MU [ M [ [` MU [ M [ L9 /  /ks1 k n ksn k t /
s [n M [ [` MU [ M [ L9, /  /ks1 k ksn k t
which gives us a contradiction because t F n and this is a direct sum.
Therefore L s 0, hence M s M* [ M . As we remarked earlier, it ist
sufficient to consider two cases.
 .1 Suppose that all f are non-monomorphisms. Then, in particular,n
f is not a monomorphism, implying that M l MU / 0, which is a contra-t t t
U  `diction because by the above equality we obtain M l M : M l [t t t ks1
U .M s 0.k
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 .2 Suppose that all f are monomorphisms. We can write, by then
above,
M s M* [ M s [ty1 MU [ M [ [` MU /  /t ks1 k t kst k
s [t M [ [` MU . /  /ks1 k kst k
Any x g M can be represented astq1
x s y q x y f x q ??? q x y f x .  . .  .t t t m m m
for some y g [t M , x g M with t F k F m, and m a positiveks1 k k k
integer. Since all f are injective maps, it follows thatk
y q x s x s ??? s x s 0t tq1 m
 .and x s yf x . It follows that f is surjective, hence an isomorphism, at t t
contradiction to our assumption that all f are non-isomorphisms.n
Therefore we have shown that K s 0, i.e., M s M* s [` MU. Nowks1 k
take any element x g M . There are a positive integer n and elements1
 .x g M k s 1, . . . , n such thatk k
x s x y f x q ??? q x y f x . .  . .  .1 1 1 n n n
 .  .It follows that x s x , f x s x for k s 1, . . . , n y 1, and f x s 0,1 k k kq1 n n
 . so we obtain that f f . . . f x s 0. This shows that the family M ¬ i gn ny1 1 i
4I is locally semi-T-nilpotent.
As a consequence of Theorem 3.4, we deduce the following result due to
w xHarada 10, Theorems 7.3.15 and 8.2.1 which is an important supplement
w xto the classical Krull]Schmidt]Azumaya Theorem 2, Theorem 12.6 .
However, as was remarked in the Introduction, Harada's proof relies
heavily on his theory of factor categories and does not seem easily
accessible.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be any ring and M a right R-module which is a
direct sum M s [ M of modules M with local endomorphism rings.ig I i i
Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a The decomposition M s [ M complements direct summands;ig I i
 .  4b The family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent;i
 .c E¨ery local direct summand of M is also a direct summand.
wProof. Since each M has a local endomorphism ring, by 2, Theoremi
x12.6 , the decomposition M s [ M complements maximal direct sum-ig I i
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mands, and every non-zero direct summand of M has an indecomposable
direct summand. Now the result follows immediately from Theorem 3.4.
4. APPLICATIONS: CS-MODULES AND
QUASI-DISCRETE MODULES
 .In this section we apply our main theorem Theorem 3.4 to study
indecomposable decompositions of CS-modules and quasi-discrete mod-
ules. In these situations the indecomposable direct summands need not
have local endomorphism rings.
 w x.A module M is called a CS-module or extending module 6 if every
submodule of M is essential in a direct summand. A module M is called
 w x.quasi-continuous see 12 provided M is a CS-module and whenever K
and L are direct summands of M with K l L s 0, K q L is also a direct
summand of M. Clearly CS-modules and quasi-continuous modules gener-
alize quasi-injective and injective modules. Note that quasi-continuous
modules with indecomposable decompositions are fairly well understood.
w xBy 12, Theorem 2.22 such decompositions always complement direct
summands, and every local direct summand is also a direct summand the
w xproof of this latter fact in 12 uses specific properties of quasi-continuous
.modules . However, it is still an open question to characterize CS-modules
 wwhich admit indecomposable decompositions cf. 12, Open problem 8, p.
x.106 . With the help of Theorem 3.4, we are now able to give a complete
characterization of CS-modules which have an indecomposable decomposi-
tion that complements maximal direct summands. We will show that, in
fact, such a decomposition complements direct summands.
We start with the following elementary lemma. Recall that a module A
is uniform if any two non-zero submodules of A have non-zero intersec-
tion. A submodule C of a module M is called a complement submodule of
M if C has no proper essential extensions in M. Obviously any direct
summand of M is a complement submodule of M.
LEMMA 4.1. Let M s [ M be a direct sum of uniform modules M ,ig I i i
and suppose that e¨ery uniform submodule of M is essential in a direct
summand of M. Then e¨ery non-zero complement submodule of M contains a
non-zero uniform direct summand.
Proof. Let C be a non-zero complement submodule of M. Note that
any cyclic submodule of M has finite uniform dimension; thus C must
contain a non-zero uniform submodule U. There is a maximal essential
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extension V of U in C. Then V is again uniform, and furthermore a
 w x.complement submodule of M cf. 6, p. 6 . By hypothesis, V is a direct
summand of M.
w x  4Following Mohamed and Muller 12, p. 4 , a family M ¬ i g I of rightÈ i
 .R-modules is said to satisfy A if the following chain condition holds: for2
`  .  .any choice of x g M , with distinct i g I, such that F r x = r yn i n ns1 R n Rn
 . `  .  .for some y g M j g J , the ascending sequence F r x n g Nj ksn R k
becomes stationary. For modules M and N, we say that N is nearly
M-injecti¨ e provided for any non-monomorphism f : A ª N, where A is a
submodule of M, f can be extended to a homomorphism g : M ª N cf.
w x.6, p. 17 .
w xOur next lemma generalizes 5, Lemma 2.3 , where the uniform direct
summands M were assumed to have local endomorphism rings. Due toi
 .  ..the proximity of the arguments, we prove only the direction a « b
which will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Note also that Lemma 3.1 of
 .  ..the preceding section is essential for the proof of a « b we give
below.
LEMMA 4.2. Let M s [ M be a direct sum of uniform submodules,ig I i
and suppose that this decomposition complements maximal direct summands.
Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a E¨ery uniform submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of
M.
 .  4b M [ M is a CS-module for each pair i / j in I, and M ¬ i g Ii j i
 .satisfies A .2
 .  .  .Proof. a « b . Suppose that a holds. Then it follows easily that
every finite subsum of M s [ M is a CS-module, in particular M [ Mig I i i j
 4is a CS-module for each pair i / j in I. To show that M ¬ i g I satisfiesi
 . w xA , by the proof of 4, Lemma 3.2 , it suffices to prove that [ M is2 i/ j i
nearly M -injective for each j g I. Now take any j g I, a submodulej
  .A : M and a non-monomorphism f : A ª [ M . Set A* s x y f x ¬j i/ j i
4x g A . Then A* ( A, and by hypothesis A* is essential in a direct
summand D of M. Clearly D is also uniform, so by Lemma 3.1 there is an
 .index k g I such that M s D [ [ M . If k / j, it follows thati/ k i
A* l M s D l M s 0, hence f is a monomorphism, a contradiction.j j
 .Thus k s j, so that M s D [ [ M . Let p be the natural projectioni/ j i
 .D [ [ M ª [ M . Then obviously the restriction f * of p on Mi/ j i i/ j i j
extends f. Therefore [ M is nearly M -injective for each j g I.i/ j i j
 .  . wb « a . The proof is essentially analogous to the proof of 5, Lemma
 .  ..x2.3 b « a , and so we omit it.
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LEMMA 4.3. Let M s [ M be an indecomposable decompositionig I i
that complements maximal direct summands. If M is a CS-module, then the
 4family M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent.i
Proof. Consider any infinite sequence of non-isomorphisms fn
f f f1 2 n
M ª M ª ??? ª M ª ??? ,i i i1 2 n
 4with distinct i g I. For simplicity, we may assume that I s i ¬ n g N ,n n
 .  ..and write i s n. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 c « b , wen
may assume, without loss of generality, that either all f are monomor-n
phisms, or none of the f is a monomorphism.n
  .Suppose first that all f are monomorphisms. Let us denote x y f x ¬n n
4 U ` Ux g M by M and set M* s [ M . Since M is a CS-module, M* isn n ns1 n
essential in a direct summand D of M, so we can write M s D [ C for
some C : M. If C / 0, then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that C s L [ L9
for a non-zero uniform direct summand L and a submodule L9 : C. Since
D [ L9 is a maximal direct summand of M, there is k g I such that
 .  ..M s D [ L9 [ M . Again as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 c « b ,k[` MU is a local direct summand of M, so in particular MU is a directns1 n k
summand of M, hence of D. It follows that M [ MU is a direct summandk k
of M. But M [ MU is essential in M [ M , so M [ MU s M [k k k kq1 k k k
M . This implies that f is an epimorphism, hence an isomorphism, akq1 k
contradiction to the hypothesis. Therefore C s 0, hence M s D, i.e.,
M* s [` MU is essential in M. Take any non-zero element x g M lns1 n 1
M*. Then
x s x y f x q ??? qx y f x , .  .1 1 1 n n n
 .where x g M , 1 F k F n. It follows easily that x s x and f . . . f x sk k 1 n 1
 .0, which is a contradiction because all f 1 F k F n are monomorphisms.k
Suppose now that all f are non-monomorphisms. Take any non-zeron
 .  .element x g M , and set x s f . . . f x for n G 2 . By Lemma 4.21 1 n ny1 1 1
 .  ..  4  .a « b , the family M ¬ n g N satisfies A , so the ascending se-n 2
quence
r x : r x : ??? : r x : ??? .  .  .R 1 R 2 R n
must become stationary. Therefore there is a positive integer m such that
 .  .   ..r x s r x s r f x . If x R / 0, then because M is uni-R m R mq1 R m m m m
form, it would follow that f is a monomorphism, a contradiction. There-m
 .fore we have x s 0, implying that x s f . . . f x s 0.m m my1 1 1
With these preparations, we can now use Theorem 3.4 to prove the
w xfollowing result which generalizes 5, Theorem 2.4 .
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THEOREM 4.4. Let M s [ M be a direct sum of uniform submod-ig I i
ules, and suppose that this decomposition complements maximal direct sum-
mands. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a M is a CS-module;
 .b [ M is a CS-module for any countable subset H : I;ig H i
 .  4c M [ M is a CS-module for each pair i / j in I, M ¬ i g Ii j i
 .  4satisfies A , and M ¬ i g I is locally semi-T-nilpotent.2 i
Furthermore, if M satisfies any of the abo¨e equi¨ alent conditions, then the
decomposition M s [ M complements direct summands, and any localig I i
direct summand of M is also a direct summand.
 .  .Proof. a « b . This is straightforward.
 .  .b « c . This follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.
 .  .  .  .  ..c « a . Suppose that c is satisfied. By Lemma 4.2 b « a , every
uniform submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. In
particular, by Lemma 4.1, every non-zero direct summand of M contains a
 .  ..non-zero uniform direct summand. It follows from Theorem 3.4 b « c
that every local direct summand of M is a direct summand. In order to
prove that M is a CS-module, it is sufficient to show that every comple-
ment submodule of M is a direct summand. Consider any complement
submodule A of M. By Lemma 4.1, A contains a non-zero uniform direct
summand, so by Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal local direct summand
[ C in A with all C uniform. By the above, C s [ C is aa g K a a a g K a
direct summand of M, hence of A, so A s C [ B for some B. Clearly B
 w x.is a complement submodule of M cf. 6, p. 6 . If B / 0, by Lemma 4.1, B
 .contains a non-zero uniform direct summand C9. Then [ C [ C9a g K a
is again a local direct summand in A, which is a contradiction to the
maximality of [ C . Therefore B s 0, and so A is a direct summanda g K a
of M which proves our claim. The fact that the decomposition M s
[ M complements direct summands follows from Theorem 3.4.ig I i
Our final application concerns the class of quasi-discrete modules, which
may be regarded as a generalization of projective modules over right
perfect rings. Before stating the result, we first recall some basic defini-
tions. A submodule A of a module M is called small in M if A q B / M
for any proper submodule B of M. A module H is called hollow if every
proper submodule of H is small in H. Following Mohamed and MullerÈ
w x12, p. 57 , a module M is defined to be quasi-discrete provided it satisfies
 .the following two properties: D For every submodule A of M, there is a1
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decomposition M s M [ M such that M : A and A l M is small in1 2 1 2
 .M; D If M and M are direct summands of M with M q M s M,3 1 2 1 2
then M l M is again a direct summand of M. By a result, due to Oshiro1 2
 w x.see, e.g., 12, Theorem 4.15 , every quasi-discrete module is a direct sum
of hollow modules, and so a natural question arises: When is a direct sum
wof hollow modules quasi-discrete? Mohamed and Muller 12, TheoremÈ
x4.48 provided an answer to this question: Let M s [ M be a directig I i
sum of hollow modules. Then M is quasi-discrete if and only if the
 .following three conditions hold: a M is [ M -projective for everyi j/ i j
 .  .i g I; b M s [ M complements direct summands; c Every localig I i
direct summand in M is a direct summand. However, they also commented
w xin 12, pp. 74 and 55 that it is hard to verify these conditions in concrete
cases, and so in full generality the question still remains open.
We can see now, from our Theorem 3.4, that if a decomposition
M s [ M complements direct summands then every local direct sum-ig I i
mand of M is a direct summand. Therefore, Mohamed and Muller's resultÈ
can be substantially improved as follows.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let M s [ M be a direct sum of hollow modules.ig I i
Then M is a quasi-discrete module if and only if M is [ M -projecti¨ e fori j/ i j
e¨ery i g I and the decomposition M s [ M complements direct sum-ig I i
mands.
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